Optimal+ Selected as a 2016 Red Herring ‘Top 100 Global’ Company
Company recognized for Industry 4.0 innovation in semiconductor and electronics industries
December 19, 2016 HOLON, Israel & SAN JOSE, Calif--Optimal+, the leader in big data analytics for semiconductor
and electronics manufacturing operations, today announced that the company has been selected as a 2016 Red
Herring Top 100 Global company. Optimal+ was selected for its leadership in innovation and technology
advancements with other leading private companies from North America, Europe, and Asia. With over 50 billion
integrated circuits and printed circuit boards analyzed in 2016, Optimal+ has demonstrated that its big data
solution enables better enterprise-wide decision-making through increased visibility into the global supply chain.
“Choosing the companies with the strongest potential was by no means a small feat,” said Alex Vieux, publisher
and CEO of Red Herring. “After rigorous contemplation and discussion, we narrowed our list down from hundreds
of candidates from across the globe to the Top 100 Winners. We believe Optimal+ embodies the vision, drive and
innovation that define a successful entrepreneurial venture. Optimal+ should be proud of its accomplishment.”
“We are grateful that our success in analyzing over 50 billion semiconductor and electronics devices in 2016 has
been recognized by Red Herring,” said Dan Glotter, founder and CEO of Optimal+. “Our ability to provide realtime big data analytics is delivering phenomenal value for manufacturing operations and is establishing Optimal+
as an essential component for any semiconductor or electronics company implementing Industry 4.0 practices
across their global supply chain.”
Red Herring Top 100 Global List
Red Herring’s Top 100 Global list has become a mark of distinction for identifying promising companies and
entrepreneurs. Red Herring editors were among the first to recognize that companies such as Facebook, Twitter,
Google, Yahoo, Skype, Salesforce.com, YouTube, and eBay would change the way we live and work.
About Optimal+
Optimal+ is the only big data analytics software company providing an end-to-end solution that measurably
improves quality, yield, and productivity for semiconductor and electronics manufacturing. From chip to board to
system, our enterprise-grade solutions ensure that all of your global manufacturing data is collected, cleaned and
analyzed in real time, enabling decisive actions that enhance, certify and monitor the quality of semiconductor
and electronic products over their entire lifetime. With over 50 billion devices processed annually, Optimal+
provides Manufacturing Intelligence™ solutions that enhance yield and productivity, reduce RMAs and usher in an
age of robust, long-term quality products. For more information, visit www.optimalplus.com and follow us on

